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ANCESTORS:
900 YEARS IN THE LIFE OF A CHINESE FAMILY
Qin Guan started government service as a registrar, a
minor post. He was a reformist and an idealist, and his influence rose and fell depending on who was in charge. But
his love was poetry, and his romantic style was both
daring and popular. While not overly ambitious, Qin
Guan did pass his scholarly genes onto succeeding generations. His descendants produced higher-level court officials, filial sons (so designated by the emperor for
extraordinary, single-minded devotion to parents), the city
god of Shanghai, brilliant scholars, military strategists,
and magistrates. The Qin clan is remarkably free of horse
thieves and ne'er-do-wells. Ching said malcontents and
troublemakers were expunged from the family records.

hen journalist Frank Ching found the grave of his
great ancestor, Qin Guan, the Song dynasty poet
W
who started the Qin (Ching) clan 900 years ago, the writer
didn't take long to reflect on his heritage.
Standing on that hilltop in Wuxi, a Jiangsu Province city
northwest of Shanghai, Ching allowed himself a moment
to thipk about the man who started the clan whose scholarly members served the imperial courts and government
positions in China's last four dynasties.
"1 finally found the person I was descended from. It was a
great sense of satisfaction to know who you are," he said
understatedly during a brief stop in Portland last week to
promote his 470-page book Ancestors: 900 Years in the
Life of a Chinese Family, (William Morrow and Co.).

One of the more charming accounts is about Qin Xu, the
great-great grandson of the founder of the Wuxi branch of
the family and Ching's direct ancestor 18 generations
removed. Qin Xu held a minor post but his singular loves
were poetry and solitude. Late in life he formed the Blue
Mountain Poetry Society, a group of carefree scholars.
They built a cottage near Mount Hui in Jiangxi Province
where they sang, painted and discussed philosophy. Part
of the lore of the society was the bamboo stove used to
heat tea water and the accompanying Bamboo Stove Painting scroll that extolled in picture and poetry the stove's virtues. The stove, made of a bamboo frame with the sides
cemented with clay and the interior reinforced with molten iron, captured the fancy of the emperor, who was
moved to write poetry about its remarkable tea-brewing
capabilities.

His personal odyssey into the clan's 11th-century origins
took Ching eight years to complete. The research took him
to the Beijing archives, to libraries in Shanghai, to wellkept family records, and to interviews in ancestral villages.
.
The result is an exhaustive account that followed 34
generations of the Qin clan along the ebb and flow of
Chinese history. Although the names of the clansmen are
difficult to recall from chapter to chapter, the stories are
fascinating accounts of life in feudal China and the unchanging family value system as seen by people who
served the emperors as court officials.
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He said he still was caught up in the project after the
manuscript was sent to the publisher and made additions
up to thetime of publication.

But the scrolls and the stove disappeared when the temple
burned, and records of the stove's whereabouts were lost
during rebellions. The documents later surfaced, but the
stove and its later copies remain only in paintings.

Ancestors is a fascinating book that combines the remarkable life of a literary clan and a different look at Chinese
history from the 1200's to the late 20th century. It covers
a lot of time and territory and provides a multifaceted look
at China from political, military, social and cultural
perspectives. More than that, it is a gift from Frank Ching
to his family-and to us. (Editor's note: Ancestors is available at a discounted price of $18.50 to members of the
Northwest China Council, while supplies last-call4644567 to order.)

Perhaps the most personal and touching stories were those
of filial sons, who gave up personal success and achievement toserve their parents in total devotion. Four brothers
in the Qin clan were so designated for their filial deeds.
Their stories were inspirations to others and a source of
deep pride in the family.
Ching, 47, is a native and resident of Hong Kong and
worked as a China specialist on the foreign news desk at
The New York Times in the late 1960's. Later he joined
The Wall Street Journal and was sent to Beijing in 1979 to
open its bureau there. He studied at Fordham, Columbia,
and New York universities before going into journalism.

Stanford Chen
Stanford Chen is deputy Forum editor at the Oregonian.

Ching said he wasn't all that interested in his roots until
the Journal sent him to China. There he first became fascinated with the country and his family heritage. "I didn't
know anything about my parents or grandparents 10 years
ago," he said, laughing.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Chinese Conversation Circle
he Spring Chinese Conversation Circle will take place
on consecutive Thursdays from April 7 to May 12,
from 5:45-6:45 PM, at the China Council office, Portland
State University, Smith Center, M-107. Welcome are members who have studied Chinese for at least six months and
seek practice with native speakers. The first level uses
simple and practical lessons on such topics as shopping,
greetings, and going to the bank. The middle level uses
the lessons as a basis for a focused conversation. The third
level talks about more complex topics, with the aid of
avocubulary list. A Chinese film is shown and discussed
during the last two sessions.
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His research was helped immensely when he found his
family genealogy in the rare books collection at
Columbia's East Asia Library. There he found a nien pu, a
year-by-year account, on the life of Qin Guan. A year earlier, his sister gave Ching a bag of old books given her by
their father. "Here, I've kept these long enough. It's time
they went to a son," she told her brother. The booty contained the genealogy of the family from Wuxi.
Armed with only the names and dates of the clan members, Ching spent the next eight years, the last four full
time, giving lifeto those names and fleshing out the stories
and family adventures. There were a few blank spots
along the way, the most distressing being the lack of history about his grandfather. But a chance visit with an aunt
in China resulted in locating a book kept by his
grandmother that chronicled his grandfather's life.

Charles Liu, PSU Chinese language professor, leads the
Circle, with the assistance of Chinese students from China
and Taiwan. The cost is $25 for six weeks. Call Jane Larson for registration information: 464-4567.

Corvallis Chinese Conversation Circle
Northwest China Council Newsletter
Published by the Northwest Regional
China Council, sponsored by The Asia
Society China Council.

Corvallis members of the China Council have initiated a
Chinese conversation circle to be held on Wednesday
evenings from April 20 to May 25, at Oregon State University, Memorial Union, #215. From 7:00 to 8:00 PM,
"Chinese for Travelers" will be for beginning students.
From 8:00 to 9:00, there will beconversation practice for
those who speak at the intermediate level or above. Shiaoling Yu, OSU Chinese professor, will supervise the Circle,

P.O. Box 751
Portland, Oregon 97207
(503) 464-4567
Editor: Judy Kliks
Published quarterly.
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date on developments in Taiwan's economy, politics, and
society.

with Chinese graduate student Chen Yuejian teaching the
classes. The cost is $25 for China Council members, $35
for non-members. Contact Christine Sproul, 754-2394.

The conference is sponsored in cooperation with the
China Council of The Asia Society in New York and will
be moderated by national China Council Director Tony
Kane. It is also co-sponsored by the Oregon Economic
Development Department, which has established a trade
office for Oregon in the Taipei World Trade Center. There
has been partial funding by the China Times Cultural
Foundation of New York.

Eugene Luncheon to Feature China
Council Director Anthony Kane onTaiwan
On April 25, the Northwest China Council is sponsoring a
Eugene program, "Taiwan Entering the 21st Century,"
with the Willamette Valley World Trade Center and the
Eugene-Springfield Asian Council. The noon luncheon
and lecture will be held at the Ocean Sky Restaurant, 1601
Chambers Street. China Council Director Anthony Kane
will present an overview of Taiwan, having just returned
from a trip there and organized a series of Taiwan conferences around the nation. Contact Duff Wilkins of the
Willamette Valley World Trade Center for details -6862741.

An excellent roster of speakers will participate: Y.T.
Wong, Chairman of the Board, Taiwan Sugar Corporation,
and past Vice-Minister of Economic Affairs; Ying-mao
Kau, political scientistat Brown University; Hung-mao
Tien, political scientist at the University of Wisconsin; Anthony Koo, economist, Michigan State University; and
Joseph Kyle, Corporate Secretary, American Institute in
Taiwan. A panel of Oregonians from government and business will describe Oregon-Taiwan trade-its status and
prospects.

Taiwan Entering the 21st Century:
April 26 Conference
Tuesday,April 26
8:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
(Luncheon program may be attended separately)

The luncheon program, which can be attended apart from
the rest of the conference, will include a buffet lunch at
the Hilton's International Club followed by presentations
by Kau and Tien on Taiwan's sensitive domestic and international political situation. Political stability and
democratic reforms will playa key role in Taiwan's modernization and foreign relations.

Pavilion Room
Portland Hilton Hotel
921 SW 6th Ave.
Lunch at International Club
Full Conference (includes lunch):
$28, members
$35, non-members

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND ON TAIWAN

Luncheon Program only:
$12.50, members
$15.00, non-members

Taiwan has become the shining example of an efficient export ecoriomy. Statistics at the end of 1987 showed
Taiwan had enjoyed a 36% increase in exports, resulting
in a trade surplus of $19 billion, and foreign exchange
reserves of $75 billion. Rising profits have allowed
Taiwanese companies to spend more for research and
development, and to plan for more sophisticated products
for competition in the world market.

Reservations required: 464-4567
Taiwan has undergone tremendous changes in the past
few years as President Chiang Ching-kuo has boldly
liberalized the island's political and economic structure,
while strengthening its trade position worldwide. On
January 13, 1988, President Chiang died, ending the
dynasty begun by his father, Chiang Kai-shek, and Lee
Teng-hui became the first native-born Taiwanese to lead
Taiwan's national government and the ruling Kuomintang
party.

By contrast for the same year, the U.S.-while realizing a
34% increase in exports to Taiwan-still showed a $19 billion trade deficit with the island. The U.S. is second only
to Japan in its share of Taiwan's import market, with
agricultural products comprising the largest segment (nearly one-fifth) of our exports to Taiwan. In turn, the U.S.
buys 45% of Taiwan's exports. For the past several years,
Taiwan has made efforts to narrow its massive trade imbalance with the U.S. by reducing tariffs on many
products by as much as 50%.

Taiwan is of great importance to Oregon as a trade partner
(it ranks third, behind Japan and South Korea) and as a
source of potential investment and tourism. Its political
stability and economic growth are critical to our relationship, and this conference seeks to bring Oregonians up to
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The majority of the Taiwanese people has shared the
general prosperity of the past decade. Over 80% of
Taiwanese families own their own homnes, and they also
have the world's highest rate of savings. Because of this
relative affluence, Taiwan's consumers are beginning to
spend more on luxury items, leisure and entertainment,
and American products are popular with them. With
lowered tariffs on imported goods, increased consumer
. spending, and most recently Taiwan's elimination from the
Generalised Systems of Preference (GSP), we should
begin to see some easingofthe trade imbalance in 1988
and beyond.

computer appropriate for our needs (membership records
and Oregon-China resources database}-an IBM compatible, AT-class, 40 megabyte hard disk personal computer.
Many volunteers give time to help in the office or work on
our events. In addition to an active board of directors, the
following members have been a great help to the China
Council in the past three months: Richard Becherer, Angela Chen, Edward Chung, Bev and Ken Collins, Kyle
Cook, Anna Elliott, Greg Fleming, Andrea Higgins, Phyllis LaFont, Johnny Lee, Louise Leung, Theresa Long, Joel
Lupro, Terry Murray, Carol Nieh, Marcia Weinstein, Pam
Wong, and Inge Wu.

In 1987, Oregon had an increase in the value of imports
and a decrease in exports with Taiwan in goods not only
from this region, but from other areas of the U.S. that ship
through the Oregon Customs District. However, James
Raske, Oregon's new International Trade Director, recently returned from a visit to the state's new trade office in
Taiwan, and came away with some positive impressions
for future trade and development there. He found that the
Taiwanese, rather than seeking retaliatory measures for
having been dropped from the GSP, were instead proud of
their new status. And there is a growing market for export
sales to Taiwan for both goods and services as well as
Taiwanese tourism in Oregon.

Staff Changes
Christy O'Quinn, China Council Assistant and long-time
member graduated from Portland State University in
March and moved to Seattle to pursue a double masters degree in International Studies and Public Administration at
the University of Washington. Her competent, energetic
work for the China Council will be missed. A replacement is needed who has strong clerical skills and office experience-the job is presently 10 hrs/week, $5/ht.

Deaths Noted

Judy Kliks

Bill DeWeese, who served on the 1986-87 China Council
Advisory Board (in his role as World Affairs Council
President) died in March of a heart attack. He was known
throughout the state for his contributions to the community, particularly in the field of international relations.
He was a supportive member of and generous donor to the
China Council.

CHINA COUNCIL NEWS
Directions to China Council Office
hether you come to buy China in Oregon, use our extensive clipping files, or volunteer in the office, findW
ing the China Council office for the first time can be

Janet Wu, an active China Council member and par- .
ticipant in its programs, died after a long illness. Her
friend Esther Riley, also a Council member, made a contribution to the China Council in her memory.

trying. We are located at Portland State University, 1825
SW Broadway, Suite M-107S. Be sure to enter Smith
Center on Broadway. You will see the Parking Office on
your right and an elevator and set of stairs behind it; you
can take either to the M-llevel, and M-l07 will be on
your left. We are part of the International Affairs Suite.
Call before you come--464-4567-o
be sure the office
will be open. Since there is only one full-time staffmember, there are unavoidable closures.

Long-Range Planning Begins
Prompted by the new position of the China Council as an
independent organization, the board of directors has
decided to develop a long-range plan, using the strategic
planning process. Board member Jay West will chair a
task force which will look at the China Council's mission
and activities, in light of present and future Oregon- .
Chinese developments. Members with an interest in this
project, which will culminate in an action plan, should
contact Jane Larson (464-4567) or Jay West (345-2582Eugene).

Thanks Due to Donors and Volunteers
The China Council office is now furnished, thanks to
Portland State University and donors Sprouse-Reitz Co.
and Schwabe, Williamson and Wyatt. A gift of office supplies was received from Ellie Pine. We are still seeking a
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terested in advertising in and subscribing to the news
weekly. Contact Leslie Slocum at Atiyeh I ternational,
519 S.W. Park, Suite 208, Portland, OR 97205; phone:
224-3201.

CHINA RESOURCES
Pacific Rim Business Information Service

I

nformation on foreign trade with the Pacific Rim, including China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, is now available
free of charge from a consortium of five libraries in
Oregon and Washington. In Oregon, the Multnomah
County Library and the Portland State University Library
are members. Telephone or visit these libraries and their
staff will help you fmd the information you need within
the consortium network-materials,
including books,
magazines, directories, on-line databases, and government
documents, will be sent by telefacsimile or overnight express mail.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Chinese Language Position, Willamette
University (tentative)
One year (9/88-5/89). Part-time appointment teaching college level first and second year Chinese, 2 semesters, 4
hrs./wk. per course. Use of standard text books, pattern
drills, language lab. College level teaching experience required; M.A., native speaker preferred. Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume to: J. Berberet,
Dean, Willamette University, 900 State Street, Salem,
Oregon 97301. Deadline Apri125. Willamette University
is an equal opportunity employer.

One can get materials that will help with business etiquette, statistical data on trade, trade and foreign investment regulations, cultural information, and research on
specific industries and companies.

BOOKS IN THE NEWS

Some of the China-related resources available are:
electronic sources such as China Express, a newsletter for
businesses dealing with the People's Republic (via NewsNet); a videocassette, "Corporate Etiquette in China";
directories of Taiwanese companies such as the Taiwan
Yellow Pages; and a variety of trade newsletters.

China in Oregon: A Resource Directory, edited by
Jeffrey Barlow and Christine Richardson, with Jane
Leung Larson, Continuing Education Publications,
Portland State University, Portland, 1988. 180 pp., indexed. $14.95 ($11.95 for China Council members)

Oregonian Appointed to Represent Beijing
Review/North American Edition

Want to travel to Mongolia this summer? Intrigued by the
rapid-fire, yet curiously lyric tones of Cantonese? On
those late nights when you cannot sleep, would you like to
pick up Radio Beijing on your shortwave set? Or would
you like to set up a joint venture manufacturing operation
in Shanghai?

Beijing Review-North American Edition recently appointed Leslie Slocum of Atiyeh International in Portland
as its North American representative. Slocum's duties include developing U.S. advertising clientele and increasing
circulation for the newly introduced Beijing Review-North

American Edition.

If your answer to any of these or other China-related questions is yes, then you need a copy of the Northwest
Regional China Council's recently published China in
Oregon: A Resource Directory. This comprehensive, easily read guide to Oregon's connection with the Chinese
world (People's Republic of China (pRC), Taiwan, and
Hong Kong) has something for everyone.

Beijing Review is the People's Republic of China's only
foreign language political and news weekly. It reflects
Chinese policies on major issues in China and abroad.
Beijing Review is celebrating its 30th anniversary this
month.
In February, Slocum hosted North American Edition
senior editor Ling Yuan in Portland. They met with
leaders in the electronics, equipment manufacturing and
legal fields to discuss their participation in China trade.

Well over a year ago, Jane Leung Larson, Executive Director of the Northwest Regional China Council, wondered
how big a job it would be to pull together all the information regarding China and Oregon into a single source. Enlisting the aid of Jeff Barlow and Christine ichardson,
she soon found out. Months later, the trio has poured
thousands of hours of diligent research into the compila-

Free sample copies ofthe Beijing Review-North American
Edition will be available to businesses and individuals in5

Breaking Out of Foochow, by Jerry Rust and Bean
Comrada, Eugene, 1987. $4.95 (available in Eugene
bookstores and from Jerry Rust, 1312 Mill, #8, Eugene,
OR 97401)

tion of the first and only Oregon-China reference guide.
Containing nearly 500 entries and a few historical "background" pieces, China in Oregon is the result of hundreds
of interviews with business people, scholars and government officials around the state and throughout the nation.

This impressionistic poem written by Lane County Commissioner Jerry Rust, with sketches by Bean Comrada,
takes the reader to the Fujian coast, capturing the essence
of the bus journey from Fuzhou (Foochow in old
romanization) to Quanzhou and appealing to our senses of
sight, touch, taste, and smell.

The directory is organized around specific categories of interest. A large number of the entries name Oregon companies engaged in business and trade with the PRC,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Listed are public and private
trade services and organizations including accounting and
law firms, banks, engineering companies, and consultants.
Further listings include interpreters and printing shops that
typeset and print Chinese characters-those hard-to-find
services that are frequently needed at the last moment.

Rust led a 1986 Oregon delegation to Chinese sister
province, Fujian, which is located directly west of Taiwan
across the Taiwan Straits. The region is known geographically and linguistically as "Min Country" after the Min
River which flows from the interior east to the ocean. The
province spans 121,000 square kilometers and has a
population of over 27 million. Ninety-nine percent of the
population are Han Chinese and 1% of the population consist of Hui, She, and Man ethnic minorities.

For the non-business person, the Directory contains a
wealth of information, from local educational programs
teaching Chinese languages, to lists of resources for
teachers. For the student, the Directory offers timely and
practical information on preparing for China-related
careers. Those who may never travel to China themselves
might be interested instead in sponsoring a Chinese visitor. The Directory gives tips on how to be a host family.

The 120-mile-Iong Fu-Xia Highway (it feels like the Indianapolis 500) is located inland and traces the tangled
coastline of Fujian. The highway is named after its main
destinations, Fuzhou and Xiamen. At only one point south
of Putian can you see the ocean.

Of course the interests of those wanting to travel are included. Tour operators and travel agents specializing in
China travel are listed. Instructions on Chinese customs
and habits are gently imparted so that the traveler never
need feel out of place in marvelously foreign China. Two
pages of guidebook listings are given for further reference.

The Fu-Xia Highway is the only direct means of transportation between the capital city, Fuzhou, and Special
Economic Zone, Xiamen. The railroad line between the
two cities is not direct as it swerves to the west following
the Min River before it rambles south to Xiamen. Often
the express train is sold out, so all that is available is the
"milk route". The only alternative for many Chinese and
foreign businessmen alike is to take a private car or a
private or public bus to destinations located on the Fu-Xia
Highway.

Probably the most intriguing aspect of the Directory for
me is the historic research the editors have given to the
story of the Chinese in Oregon and Oregonians in China.
Beginning in the 19th century with the lumber trade, there
has been continuous traffic between Oregon and China.
The roots the Chinese have set down in Oregon stretch
from one end of the state to the other. Oregon has been
fortunate, indeed, to benefit from the social and cultural
traditions and perspectives the Chinese have brought us.

In many respects, Rust and Comrada have eloquently illustrated the typical sights along the Fu-Xia Highway,
gingerly balancing the Westerner's urge to romanticize the
Chinese countryside and showing the Westerner how the
Chinese are painfully moving ahead in their plan to modernize. The Fu-Xia Highway plays an integral part in the
development of one of China's most rapidly developing
provinces.

The editors are to be commended for the enormous effort
they have put into preparing the Resource Directory.
While most information pertains to the PRC, and there is
virtually no information given on Singapore, except for
listing the address of the embassy in Washington, D.C.,
the Directory is a tremendous reference tool for anyone
who is interested in China. A novel addition is an evaluation form at the end of the book. Readers are asked to
provide additions or corrections and to give their opinion
of the book.

Leslie Slocum

Catherine M. Curtin
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Fuller of Willamette University, who assisted Donald
Jenkins in providing background for this tour.
.

TWO ART HISTORIANS
REVIEW SEATTLE
EXHIBITION

After touring the galleries, we went into the museum's
auditorium to hear Jerome Silberge1d of the University of
Washington discuss the exhibition. He explained how
Neo-Confucianism shaped the philosophies of the artists
showcased in the exhibition. He drew parallels between
them and artists of earlier periods in Chinese history,
when the imminent collapse of the ruling dynasty
prompted scholar/actists to flee to mountain retreats, there
to cultivate their own individualities, free from political
stress. He later compared Dong Qichang, the leader of the
Yangtze River Delta group, to Michelangelo as true giants
of their day.

Bus Tour to "The Chinese Scholar's Studio:
Artistic Life in the Ming Period"
My introduction to Chinese art history was at the University of Chicago under Ludwig Bachhofer. His course
stopped abruptly with the Yuan dynasty (1280-1368). Any
art produced after that was, according to his claim, so atrocious in quality as to be unworthy of attention. His students were thus denied a major portion of Chinese art,
leaving them to fill the gap as best they could.

Dr. Wallace Baldinger
Director Emeritus
University of Oregon Museum of Art.

Helping me to fill this gap was the exhibition, "The
Chinese Scholar's Studio: Artistic Life in the Ming
Period," held at the Seattle Art Museum from February 4
to March 27, 1988. The China Council sponsored a bus
tour to the exhibition preceded by two lectures in Portland.

Some Discordant Notes in the Scholar's
Studio
"The Chinese Scholar's Studio" provided a fascinating
view of surface harmonies and underlying discord in late
Ming art. The exhibition was organized by The Asia
Society in collaboration with the Shanghai Museum. The
works represent one historically important facet of "Artistic Life in the Late Ming Period," the taste and cultural
preoccupations of a particular group of late Ming literati.
Viewed as a major development in a long and vital tradition, these works are both challenging and disappointing.
Their style reflects a highly refmed vision of a world in
the precess of disintegration.

My wife, Ellen, and I boarded the first of two buses, and
Donald Jenkins, China Council President and Curator of
Asian Art at the Portland Art Museum, briefed us on the
show we were about to see. He stressed that this exhibition was unique in that it concentrated on the single short
period at the end of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
dominated by the reign ofWanli (1573-1619). The exhibition contained not only works of calligraphy and painting
by a group ofliterati living in the Yangtze River Delta, but
also implements and objects used by and collected by
such literati. He concluded by pointing out that the individuality of these men was inspired by the traditional
Chinese reverence for nature.

The exhibition, now traveling to Washington, D.C., includes 23 examples of painting and calligraphy and 68 objects related to the lifestyle and aesthetic interests of the
gentlemen scholars, artists and connoisseurs of the literati
circle of Jiaxing and Songjiang, two cities southwest of
Shanghai, during the last five decades of the Ming dynasty
(1368-1644).

The tour allowed us time for lunch in the International District in Seattle, and an opportunity to visit the Wing Luke
Museum to see its ethnographic East Asian displays,
before proceeding to the Seattle Art Museum. There we
found the exhibition effectively organized around a group
portrait of the partcular literati featured in the show. Hung
at the entrance to the galleries, the portrait was constantly
referred back to in one way or another as the tour
progressed.

Visitors entering the exhibition in Seattle were first confronted by a small but striking painting titled "Venerable
Friends," dated to 1652, eight years after the fall of the native Ming dynasty to the Manchus. A key work in the conception of the exhibition, this painting depicts the "six
most distinuished literati of the late Ming," a group of
poets, painters, calligraphers and collectors, including the
powerful painter, theorist, scholar, calligrapher and official Dong Qichang (1555-1636). Dong's red-robed figure
dominates the group portrait just as his artistic personality

An experienced docent led our tour through the galleries.
She talked informatively about the selection of objects on
view and ended with commentary on the brushes, ink
sticks and grinding stones in the exhibition. The docent's
information was supplemented by comments by Germaine
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dominated the Songjiang School of painting in the late
Ming, and indeed shaped Chinese painting theory into the
20th century. This group portrait sets the focus and tone
of the exhibition both in its emphasis on personalityvividly conveyed in the faces, painted by the professional
artist Zhang Qi-and in the composed gentility and understated elegance of the garden setting, done by Xiang
Shengmo, literatus, painter, and grandson of a wealthy collector (cat. no. 1). As it portrays the self-selected "in
group" consciously posed to commemorate (and glorify) a
lost ideal, this painting provides a clue to conflicting elements in the other works.

Du Qiong album and the Wen Jia handscroll (cat. no. 7)
depict the literati lifestyle in imagery which suggests a
past, as much as a present, reality. By the late Ming,
however, that past had become even more clearly a dream,
even a fantasy.
The two earlier Ming paintings thus relate better, in some
aspects, of their visual imagery and style, to the other objects in the exhibition, which are fme examples of classic
literati taste. It is unfortunate that these objects were not
better displayed in Seattle (the absence of a scholar's
studio in the installation, with brushes, inkstone, inksticks
and seals laid out ready for use, was a particular disappointment). The exquisite craftsmanship and understated
elegance of pieces such as the Yixing earthenware teapot
(cat. no. 35) and the Duanzhou inkstone, with its subtle incorporation of natural surface texture (cat. no. 73), reflect
a deep love of austere simplicity, and of natural tones and
textures, (however,the irregular left side of the inkstone
was barely visible in the Seattle installation). It is this
rougher side of the inkstone which relates best to the inscription, " ...a scholar acquires it, and returns to his true
self," meaning more fully, a return to his true spiritual nature through reversion to what is sincere, simple, "in the
rough." "True self' means, in a Taoist context, "Perfected
Being," an immortal in harmony with nature. This state of
perfection, so beautifully expressed by many of the
ceramics and works of decorative art in the exhibition, is
what the paintings aim for as well, but generally miss.
That they so frequently fail to achieve a "sincere and
simple" harmony, while disappointing, is a function of the
disharmonious age which they embody in very real, if
somewhat recondite, terms. If we view them in relation to
the group portrait of 1652 (in which the garden rocks,
teapot and cups are also simple and unassertive), we can
perhaps sympathize with the artists' efforts to create for
themselves idealized and immortal personalities in painted
visions of a remote and more peaceful world.

The late Ming paintings in the exhibition are for the most
part rather difficult works. They employ a highly refined
vocabulary of brushstrokes and landscape formulas based
primarily on Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) literati models;
references to Ni Zan (1301-1374), the most extreme example of this style, are particularly frequent. In the hands
of these late Ming painters the unassertive, deliberately
"artless" brushwork and understated forms of Yuan literati
painting take on a self-conscious blandness often so insistent that it undermines the intended feeling of spontaneity
and naturalness. Instead, many of these paintings seem
arid and cold, divorced both from the genuine strength and
vitality of their Yuan models, and from nature itself.
Some of the paintings in the exhibition are not the best
works of these artists. Especially regrettable is the absence of an example of Dong Qichang's best work, so important to the development of the Songjiang School style,
and generally so much more forceful and formally
coherent. Still, the often attenuated and arbitrarily constructed compositions of many of the paintings in the exhibition do serve as a fitting testimony to the breakdown
of traditional cultural patterns and social structures in the
late Ming, and as an appropriate memorial to the uneasy
ideal of individualism and exclusivity in art. The political,
intellectual and economic tensions which undermined the
position of the literati made the assertion of traditional
literati values an act of will; in the paintings the combination of willfulness with the goal of natural spontaneity is
often discordant.

Germaine Fuller
Assistant Professor of Art
Willamette University

By comparison, the two fine works which represent the
literati vision of an earlier and less troubled age (cat. nos.
6 and 7) seem far more relaxed and genuine in feeling, for
all their more precise and detailed brushwork. Du Qiong's
lovely album of

CHINA TOURS
International Trade Tour
rade Pacific, Inc. announces an "International Trade
Tour" to China and Hong Kong, from October 22 to
November 5, 1988. It is designed for Northwest businesses that want to establish import/export contacts with
China and get a first-hand, close-up view of trade with
China. The tour is co-sponsored by Nixon & Long, Inc.

T

"Ten Views of Nancun Villa," dated 1443, is an especially
good example of a less rigidly selective use of tradition
combined with an unself-conscious directness and vitality
of execution (cat. no. 6). Like the late Ming, the early and
middle Ming were periods of tension and change; both the
8

Travel Consultants. The tour leader is Trade Pacific's
President, Lois Beran, who is also an officer and director
of the Northwest Regional China Council. For more information on the tour please contact Elizabeth Nixon, 2464940, or Lois Beran, 241-8607.

NORTHWEST REGIONAL CIDNA COUNCIL
PATRONS AND MAJOR DONORS
PATRONS
The Asia Society
First Interstate Bank
Elizabeth C. Ducey
DA. Fowler & Co., Inc.
Patrick Maveety
Nike, Inc.
Northwest Natural Gas Co.
Port of Portland
Ted L. Rausch Co. of Oregon
Schwabe, Williamson & HYatt
Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust
U.S. National Bank of Oregon
MAJOR DONORS
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Blackwell North America
Cascade Corporation
Cascade Shipping Company
CH2M Hill International
ESI, Inc.
Folkways Travel
Joan Frances and John Sinclair
Genevieve R. Goldy
Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weigler
Miller, Nash, Wiener, Hager, & Carlsen
Niedermeyer Martin Co.
Northwest Regional Education Laboratory
The Oregon Bank
Oregon Economic Development Department
Peat Marwick Main
Portland Community College
Powell's Books
Reed College
Seattle First International Bank
Sprouse-Reitz Co.
Standard Insurance Co.
Stoel, Rives, Boley, Jones & Gray
Tektronix-China Operations
Westwood Timber Corp.
Willamette University

Summer China Tour
Chen Ying, a Chinese student from the People's Republic
and China Council member, will lead a 21-day tour of
China and Hong Kong which will depart from Portland
around June 20, 1988, and visit Beijing, Xian, Hangzhou,
Suzhou, Guilin, and Guangzhou.
Chen Ying was a professional tour guide with China International Travel Service for two years before coming to the
U.S. She is particularly interested in making special, outof-the-ordinary arrangements for her travelers. The tour
price is $2,490 and includes all air fares, hotels, ground
transportation, 90% of the meals, and admission to historic sites and performances.
For more information, call 226-2567 or 228-6586.

Taiwan Exchange Tour
The Friendship Force of Southwest Washington is sponsoring a one-week home visit in Taichung, Taiwan, November 24 - December 8, 1988. For only $895 participants
can fly to this interior Taiwanese city to live with a
Chinese family. Several second-week options are also
available, including a group tour. Contact Lillian Vogland
in Oregon, 639-5910, or Bettye Brown in Ridgefield,
Washington, (206) 687-3805, for registration information.
Friendship Force is a people-to-people exchange group;
membership is required for tour participation and is $10 a
year.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
This issue was prepared by
Wallace Baldinger, Stanford Chen, Catherine Curtin, Germaine Fuller, Jay Gladstein, Judy Kliks, Jane Larson, and
Leslie Slocum. Computer Tools was the desktop
publisher.
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CALENDAR
APRIL
4/1-9/8

4{7-5/12

CHINOSAURS: THE DINOSAURS OF SICHUAN: Exhibition of dinosaur skeletons and prehistoric specimens from China. The Burke Museum, University of Washington, Seattle. Open daily;
admission fee; information: (206) 543-5689

*

CHINESE CONVERSATION CIRCLE: Chinese-language learners practice with native speakers.
Sponsored by Northwest Regional China Council. Thursdays, 5:45-6:45 PM, $25 (members) and
$35 (public). Portland State University, Smith Center M-107. Information: 464-4567.

15

EAST- WEST COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPY GRAND OPENING: Drawings for free massage. Events at 4 PM. 810 SW 10th; information: 226-1137.

16

THE USE OF WESTERN BOTANICALS IN CHINESE MEDICINE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
WOMEN: One-day seminar with Peter Holmes, acupuncturist and herbalist, sponsored by Oregon
College of Oriental Medicine. 10 AM - 5 PM, $40 fee; information: 253-3443

18-22

INNER MONGOLIA: Portland Elderhostel program, with Steve Kosokoff, who lived in Inner Mongolia for a year; contact E1derhoste1 state office, 1-800-232-9653, for details.

20

SUZHOU SISTER CITY ORDINANCE HEARD BY PORTLAND CITY COUNCIL:
122C SW 5th (City Hall); information: 248-4266 (Jan Van Domelen).

10 AM;

4/20-5/25

*

CORVALLIS CHINESE CONVERSATION CIRCLE: 7-8 PM is beginning class in Chinese for
Travelers; 8-9 PM is conversation for those with at least six months of prior study. Sponsored by
Northwest Regional China Council, Corvallis branch; Oregon State University, Memorial Union
215; $25, members or $35, public; information: 754-2394 (Christine Sproul)

25

*

LUNCHEON LECTURE ON TAIWAN: National China Council director Tony Kane addresses
joint program of Northwest Regional China Council, Asian Council of Eugene/Springfield, and Willamette Valley World Trade Center, Eugene. Ocean Sky Restaurant, 1601 Chambers St., Eugene.
Contact Duff Wilkins for details: 686-2741.

26

*

TAIWAN ENTERING THE 21ST CENTURY: One-day conference sponsored by Northwest
Regional China Council. 8 AM - 3 PM; Portland Hilton Hotel; $28 (members) and $35 (public);
luncheon only: $12.50 and $15. Reservations: 464-4567.

MAY
1

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SLIDE PROGRAM: Two programs, a noon luncheon at Chang's
Yangtze and 6 PM meeting at the Coliseum Red Lion, sponsored by Trade Pacific. $10; information: 241-8607 (Lois Beran).

12-15

THE MONKEY KING GOES UNDER THE SEA: Beijing Opera actors and musicians from China
perform as part of International Children's Festival, Waterworks Park, Vancouver, WA. Tickets, $4
($5 after May 2): call 285-7855 or (206) 695-3052.

13

PEKING ACROBATS OF CHENGDU:

15

PEKING ACROBATS OF CHENGDU: Schnitzer Concert Hall, 2 and 7 PM; tickets are $12.50 to
$18 ($5 discount for youth 12 and under; group discounts); information: 274-1422 (Michael Davidson Presents).
10

Hult Center, Eugene, 8 PM; tickets are $7.50 to $15.

17&18

SILK ROAD PERFORMING ART GROUP FROM XIAN: Magic, acrobatics, Kong fu opera, Tang
sword dance. Sponsored by the Oregon State University Chinese Student and Scholar Association.
7:30 PM; LaSells Stewart Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis. Admission: $6, $4 (students
and seniors); information: 754-2631 (peng Gao).

19

SILK ROAD PERFORMING ART GROUP FROM XIAN: Magic, acrobatics, Kung Fu opera,
Tang sword dance. Sponsored by Portland State University PRC Chinese Students Association.
7 :30 PM, PSU Lincoln Hall Auditorium. Admission fee: call PSU Box Office for details (4644440).

25

MEET CHINESE CEO'S: One-day meeting of the Washington State China Relations Council, 8
AM - 5 PM, Stouffer-Madison Hotel, Seattle; $200 ($140 for WSCRC members); reservations: Bill
Abnett, (206) 441-4419.

26

SLIDE PRESENTATION ON RURAL CHINA: Given by China Council member Nancy Dollahite, who lived for 2 1/2 years in Sichuan province. 7 PM, Powell's Travel Store, Pioneer Square,
701 SW 6th; no admission cliarge.

JUNE
SUZHOU SISTER CITY DELEGATION IN PORTLAND: Signing of Suzhou Sister City agreement during Rose Festival; call Jan Van Domelen, Portland Mayor's Office, 248-4266, for more information.

5-11 (tentative)

30

*

CHINA: RIVERS AND CUISINE: presentation by Steve Kosokoff and Tina Chang on Northwest
Regional China Council/Folkways Institute China Lecture Tours. 7 PM, Powell's Travel Store, 701
SW 6th; no admission charge; information: 464-4567.

*

Program is sponsored by the Northwest Regional China Council.
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MEMBERSHIP FORM
Northwest Regional China Council Members receive invitations to China Council events, a subscription to the quarterly newsletter, and discounts on
admission fees and books.
Name
~
_
I would like to volunteer to help the China Council with:
Address

~ __

City/State/Zip

__Assisting

at events

_

__Publicity

_

__Hosting/Escorting

Occupation

_

__Office

Special Interest in China

_

__Fundraising

Home Phone

Work Phone

students and visitors

work

__Recruiting
__

speakers/Chinese

members

Research

Membership Category - Please check the category you wish:
Individual

-$20

Major Donor

-$200-$500

Family

-$25

Patron

-$500-$1000

Full-Time Student

-$10

Founder

-$1000+

Sponsor

-$100-$200

I also wish to make an additional contribution of $
to assist the Northwest Regional China Council with its work. Please detach and return
with a check payable to the Northwest Regional China Council. To use Mastercard or Visa, complete the following information:

Expiration date

Card No.

Signature

THE NORTHWEST REGIONAL COUNCIL is formed to deepen public understanding of China's history, culture, and contemporary affairs (in the People's Republic, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and among Chinese-Americans). Our events are held all over Oregon
and include exhibitions, lectures, conferences, tours, and business seminars. The Northwest China Council is an independent nonprofit corporation and one of twelve regional China councils in the U.S. affiliated with The Asia Society.
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